
Analysis of Analog Voltage Generator with in Stanley Meyers WFC with Test Results 

Analog Voltage Generator Description 

Simple explanation of what it does. 

The best way to look at this circuit is to view it as having three separate functions. 

1. An amplifier front end stage and receives a digital pulse wave signal and forms a  

reduce peak-to-peak signal, approximately 1-volt peat- to-peak (PTP) at a higher base voltage 

which is passes to last stage 

2. The last stage receive input from first stage then sets an upper and lower limit on voltage levels 

of signal using input from Pots on front panel (Accelerator and Idle Pots). In doing this it also set 

the offsets needed by the 741 to keep the signal being clipped. 

3. The third function is used for calibration and is switched in/out by switch on front panel.  When 

in use Cal Pot can be used to set levels of pots in last stage or it can be used to set levels of 

settings down stream of this card.  Its’ output is a flat line voltage which can be increased or 

decrease by Cal Pot. 

This picture below shows front panel and both the Digital Control Means Card and Voltage Generator 

Card (daughter board) and the circuit diagram for the Voltage Generator. 

 

Inputs  

1. Pulse train (frequency set elsewhere) in this case starts in Variable Frequency Generator 

2. 50K Pot for Manual Speed Cal 

3. 100K Locking Pot that sets RPM Idling Level 

4. 100K Locking Pot that sets Max Accel Level 

5. VDD (+5 VDC) input to first 2 amplifiers Q1 and Q2 

6. VCC (+12 VDC) input to second amplifier Q3 and A21 (741 Opamp) 

7. Ground 

Note: The lower switch labeled Digital/Analog and the Test BDC Jack show up in the Digital Control 

Means circuit.  The two cards share the front panel. 

 

Output  

 



1. Output Signal J which goes to Analog Voltage Control Card  

 

Circuit Analysis 

 

The resisters through the circuit set the bias levels for the different amplifiers and are selected to 

provide a very specific result. 

 

The system is setup to operate on the trailing edge of the input pulse as indicated by the dot on the 

trailing edge of the input signal shown on the circuit diagram. 

 

Q1 and Q2 operate as a pair to form a balanced first stage amplifier (standard function for this 

arrangement) using the 5-volt and 12- volt supply to set the output level.  They step up the input put 

signal and Q3 increase the amount of load the system can support. 

Q1 is a PNP transistor that amplifies the input signal – output is the wave train at 5 VDC at the 

voltage of the power supplied to Q1 

Q2 is a NPN transistor that amplifies input signal from Q1 – output is the wave train at 12VDC at the 

voltage of power supplied to Q2.   

Note: To test this I supplied a lower level 10V to Q2 and that was the signal level of output. 

 

Q3 is a MPSA20 which is a NPN transistor is a second stage amplifier and has 12 voltage as it supply.   

The output of the Q3 along with resistors and capacitors is a signal with a 5-volt range 0-5VDC with a 

PTP range of approximately 1V offset from zero approximately 3V. (This is shown in screen shots in 

testing section below) 

The output is connected to a switch on the front panel that selects either: 

 

Manual Speed Cal:  This allows operator to manually adjust the voltage level of the output 

signal. This pot provides 2 functions: 

1. Allows operator to manual change flat line voltage level to rest of system 

2. Provides a controlled input to the 741 Op Amp below so the minimum and 

maximum voltage levels can be set during the calibration of the system. 

 

Run Accelerator: Select input signal modified by first stage to be selected. 

 

A21 in circuit is a 741 Op Amp Wired as a Voltage Follower (see figure below).  This means that the 

voltage out follows the voltage in and is normal provides isolation between states.  However, with the 

resister network on both inputs it does more.  (Note:  good video showing effect of these resistors 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtccB9K09ck ). These networks provide a DC offset to both the 

high and low voltages.  Ronnie Walker in one of his posts talked this and noted that both the pots have 

locking nuts on them to fix values once set.   

  

Low Setting:  Provide a minimum voltage for the accelerator function (see Idling RPM). Note: 

The operating range of 741 is set 0 to 12 VDC (0 to VCC) then pot sets level above the level to 

keep signal being clipped and raise it to set idle speed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtccB9K09ck


 

High Setting:  Sets level below 12V to keep signal from being clipped and lowers that to 

protection against providing to much voltage to be sent to system. 

 

NOTE:  There maybe another VCC supply connect to A21 that is not shown in circuit.  I have noticed 

several cases the IC chip operating supply voltages are not shown in most of the circuit diagrams and 

chips will not work without them. For 741 note in data sheet said these are usually not show as they are 

always needed. 

 

 
 

 

  



Test procedure and test results 

Plan is to test card left to right as that is the way signal flows through the circuit.  While the normal input 

M comes from the Digital Means Card, I do not have that card so instead I will be using the Variable 

Frequency Generator card that I built as my signal source.  This will allow me to look at the signal levels 

seen at different frequencies. 

Test step Configuration: 

 5VDC (VDD in circuit) will be provided from a 9-volt battery driving a 7805 5-volt regulator 

12VDC (VCC in circuit) will be provided from a 12-volt switching power supply as I had a couple from old 

computer equipment. 

RIGOL DS1052E – Duel Channel Digital Oscilloscope will be used to capture the wave train.  Screen shots 

of signals at various locations through the circuit will included in test results.  Scope’s computer 

interface will be used to capture screen shots as will the clip-it function in window to get information 

into this document. 

Variable Frequency Generator (Board K2) hard wired – Testing will be conducted using jumpers in place 

of the Switch to select frequency from the 4 stages.  Done as I still waiting for correct switches.  As the 

switch just select the frequency using jumpers should have not impact on test results. (Initial test were 

repeated with switches) 

Analog Voltage Generator will be a plug-in bread board version.  

 NOTE:  For this testing I will be using a 20K Pot to set the idle limit as I currently do not have a 

25K POT if testing shows that level is too low of setting for this function I will add more 

resistance in necessary. It was and I added 5K to side of POT where it affected changes the least. 

There will be no connection to board output during this testing though I will look at signal at this point. 

Tests with Results: 

This first set of tests will be with K2 set up to use 50Hz output from card.  Timer output on card was set 

to 5KHz so stages are: 

Stage 1 – 5KHz 

Stage 2 – 500 Hz 

Stage 3 – 50 Hz 

Stage 4 – 5 Hz 

Verify input from Variable Frequency Generator (K2).  Jumper on K2 is set to output of state 3 which is 

50Hz 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Input to board 

Math Vmax (2) Blue – Max voltage level of Channel 2  



 

 

Check input to Q1 on base after 1K resistor 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Input to Q1 Base 

Note: Signal PTP level reduce but top near 5 V 

 

Check output of Q1  

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Input to Q2 Base 

Note: Signal Inverted 



 

Check Input to Base of Q2 after 1K resistor 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Input to Q2 Base 

 

Check output of Q2 before 1 K resistor input to base of Q3 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Input to Q3 Base 

Vpp(2) Blue -  Shows peak to peak voltage of channel 2 

Note: Signal inverted again 



 

Check output of Q2 before 1 K resistor input to base of Q3 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Input to Q3 Base 

Vpp(2) Blue -  Shows peak to peak voltage of channel 2 

 

Check output of Q3 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Output of Q3 

Vpp(2) Blue -  Shows peak to peak voltage of channel 2 



 

Check output of Q3 after 47K resistor at input to switch (This is operational flow to rest of circuit)  

Note: Test done with switch set to manual mode so loading of rest of circuit not on output. 

Channel 1 Yellow – Input to board  

Channel 2 Blue – Output of Q3 

Vpp(2) Blue -  Shows peak to peak voltage of channel 2 

Probe is between the 47K resister out Q3 and before 100k and cap from ground.  Voltage step 

on scope was adjusted to 500mV just to see change in signal. 

 

Check output from card  

Scale was set back to 5 volts 

Note: Peak to peak level is 1 volt and level is above 10 volts so signal is getting through 



 

Check the effective Max Accel and Idle Pots (Goal was to set limits on pots before checking output of 

card. (This shows using operational signals to set limits on clipping will show Cal signal later) 

The screen shot below shows idle pot to have a base voltage around 4 volts. This can be change 

from above 10 volts to low about 2 volts.  Not sure of operational range should be.  The 2-volt 

level is a close as you can get to zero as that is the lower rail is a 0-volts and with 741 you can 

only get to within approximately 2V of the rail.  If you get closer signal starts to get clipped. 

  

Notice Vpp(2) is around 1.2V 



  

Show signal being clipped at low setting of idle value 

Here is signal above where clipping starts shown at 1-volt division 

 

And signal is getting clip as you go lower 

Notice Vpp(2) values 



 

Signal Flat lines if you go to0 low 

 

Check effect of Accel Pot 

This one was little harder to show.  Needed to set idle setting very high and change volts per 

division again to keep it on screen.  If you go to high it starts clipping signal. I also moved 

channel 1 so we could see channel 2 better. 



 

This shows signal moved down by accel Pot 

 

This shows you can move it higher with idle pot, but signal is now getting clipped 

 

 



Calibration Path 

There is a direct line from the 12VDC input to Q3 but it also supplies 12 Volts DC to the100K Manual 

Speed Cal Pot. This is the reason these is no pulse on this line. 

Blue line in this case shows voltage of 12VDC source 

 

Blue line now shows voltage after the 100k resistor before the pot with pot set to 

counterclockwise setting L on switch 

I have added 2 cursors to help show what is happing the Yellow curser shows 

approximate location of 12-volt input source. The white cursor show the low setting of 

Pot  

In first screen shot below low setting the blue line is at the white line in second screen 

shot the blue line is slightly less than 5-volts above line. 

 

Blue line now shows output of pot set with switch turn max clockwise H on front panel. 



 

The last set of screen shots show that this pot provides an approximately 0 to 5 VDC source that can be 

used to input as a controlled DC level that can be used to calibrate down stream settings. It can be 

switched in and out as needed by switch on front panel.  Note: The 5-volt DC output range of the Pot is 

consistent this the range of the output from Q3 that is input to the same switch. 

I did find using a voltmeter on output when using calibration setting was easier for me as I could see the 

values changing easier.  When I did this, I had not yet seen the output wave train as I testing to see if I 

had the pots wired correctly (values increase clockwise and decrease counterclockwise).  Given that 

there was a five-volt range I was trying set upper and lower limit close to 5 and 0.  It did not work, if I set 

lower limit down close to zero it pulled down upper limit and it I set upper limit close to 5-volts lower 

limit had to be up.  I also noticed that when I did upper limit close to 5 that there was only a little over 1-

volt range between them.  Made me wonder if I had resister values wrong.  It was only after I worked on 

the actual signal that this made sense.  The screen shot blow shows the operational output signal in blue 

and the input to board in yellow.  I added the cursor lines to show CurA white line is 80 mV and CurB 

yellow is 3.92 V.  So, you can see the output signal would be in that range I was seeing in the calibrate 

testing. 

  

After playing with using the Calibration Pot to set High and Low values I found that changing one effects 

the other and you must use idle pot to raise the level high before accel pot has an effect also Cal Pot also 



influences both.  So, like a lot of other things it is a balancing act.  Easier to see using a live signal with 

pulses as you can also see clipping.  I took one more screen shot see below after I use live screen to set 

lower level and upper level so neither was clipped. I then switched to calibration mode and took screen 

shot below and saw lower limit and it was just above 2 volts which I expected (see blue line).   

 

 

 

One final series of screen shoots to show what output signal looks like when you change the input 

frequency.  As I am using the Variable Frequency Board (K2) as a source of the signal, I do not have way 

to change the voltage level of the input signal.  Scope will be reset to show frequency changes but only 

in horizonal scale. 

Note: I did do one quick test by doubling and halving 1K resister in front of Q1 neither seem to have an 

effect on Q1 output. 

Input set to 5 HZ (stage 4 and 1x on switch) 

 

Input changed to 50 HZ (stage 3 and 2x on switch) 



 

Input changed to 500 Hz (stage 2 and 3x on switch) 

 

Input changed to 5KHz pulse out timer (stage 1 and 4x on switch) 

Note: Output signal is at 12 volts. I expect circuit is not designed to handle this high of 

frequency and would not normally be selected as an analog input, but I wanted to show 

output for all four switch selections on Variable Frequency Generator board. 



 

Update from Hardwired version of circuit.  Changed the way I went from plug jumper version to hard 

wired version in same format.  First two boards I build I made the hardware jumpers as I built the 

circuits so when I went to hard wired version all I did was transfer jumpers and solder them in.  This time 

I did not do that and had several errors I had to correct include one missing ground to one of the pots 

that took me a couple of days to find and things did not work right without it.  

After hard wired version was built, I took another set of screen shots of the output and got a little 

different results. 

Test at 50 Hz 

Yellow trace channel 1 – connected to input 5V/Division 

Blue trace channel 2 – connected to output 2V/Division 

Notice at 50 Hz we close to a sine wave at very low voltage but with a offset that can be move 

by idle pot. 

 

Test at 5 Hz 

Yellow trace channel 1 – connected to input 5V/Division 



Blue trace channel 2 – connected to output 2V/Division 

Scope adjusted to keep more of wave on screen 

 

Test at 500 Hz 

Yellow trace channel 1 – connected to input 5V/Division 

Blue trace channel 2 – connected to output 500mV/Division 

Scope adjusted again 

 

Test at 5K not done as output was already extremely low at 500Hz 

Not total sure why the slight drop in level in hardwired version but I found that to be very low as well.  

Being to thing it may be by design of the resistor and capacitor on the output of Q3.  As it checked and 

the rest of the circuit handles a higher voltage pulse with no problem. 

Testing Information Notes: 

Most of the early screen shots where taken with the scope set to sync on leading edge.  Later shots with 

it set to sync on trailing edge as I noticed dot on trailing edge on circuit diagram and I wanted to show 



the final results with it synced on trailing edge.  As the signals stayed in phase through out this is not a 

factor in analysis of this circuit as a standalone board. 

I did find that Q1 and Q2 do not work correctly unless the downstream components are in place and Q2 

output did not work until I hooked up the 12 supply. I did it this way as I was doing initial testing and I 

did not yet have all the parts was missing Q3 and the A21 and I was also double-checking wiring as I 

went through circuit.  Also did not want to damage parts if I had it hooked up wrong already did that on 

one of the other boards. 

Test summary and Conclusions 

 

General conclusion is board I built and tested works and performs functions implied by labels on circuit 

diagram and from panel controls. It also matches with the general description of the function of this 

board in Stanley Meyers documentation WO 92/07861. 

 

It also matches with simple description at start of this document. Though to honest I updated that to 

reflect testing.  Modified to change assumptions based on analysis to reflect actual results of testing 

mainly defined better the functions of bias resistors and capacitors. 

 

As whole purpose of the document and the testing was to determine what it does to input wave train, 

testing was a big success. It also verified functions of Calibration tool and operational limit settings work; 

 

1. Modifies as standard 0-5 VDC PTP input pulse train and creates an approximately 1VDC PTP 

wave train of the same frequency and period with approximately 3VDC offset.  This was the 

most important finding of this testing as the what the output of the circuit looked like was 

unknown. 

2. Provides a means in last stage of circuit to change level of offset and to set limit on upper range.  

Testing verified this does work.  This is an operational control to be able to provide limits for a 

specific use without changing downstream baseline settings. 

3. Provides a means of calibration limits of last stage.  More useful when you have some idea of 

what those limits need to be, but it does work. 

4. One thing limited tested also showed is that it is unlikely that voltage level is used to do 

acceleration function as the Q1 output is set to 5 bolt pulse. 

5. Finally, the screen shots show the effect of each element in the circuit as well at the finally 

output. 

 

Update to Results from hardwired version. 

 

Circuit still operates the same but the was a drop in the PTP voltage of the output. See added screen 

shots of output for the hard-wired version.  I am beginning to expect that this may be by design and 

done on purpose.  Stan appears to be very careful in select bias values and I wondered why the 

extra cap and resister on Q3 output that are connected to ground. 

The output still has the same offset and 2 volts plus.  I also added 1K resistor across output and 

there was no change is signal. 



Note at 50 Hz the signal looks like a sign wave.  At 5 Hz it a saw tooth wave and at 500 Hz it almost 

disappears as wave PTP gets smaller with increase in frequency. I find that interesting as this is 

called the Analog Voltage Generator Circuit and output is close to a sine wave. 

One caution:  The circuit was tested with no output load.  It is possible based on testing of this circuit 

that finally output levels may look different with a load as this happen with other elements in this 

circuit. This will be retested, and results updated when I build the Voltage Control circuit. That project 

has already been started. ( I did add 1K resistor across output after finish board shown below and it did 

not affect output signal. 

Pictures of circuit as built 

Couple pictures of finished circuit after I moved components from plug in bread board version to 

hardwired version of same circuits.  I am using these boards as it keeps the same lay out and they are 

cheap 3 for around $14.  Also, means I did not have to deal with PC card design and fabrication. 

Power jumpers to make it easier to hook up power and less like to hook it up backward. Yep done that 

even when I was trying to be careful. Same reason for blocks for signals on ends of board as I am not 

building back plan for card connections. 

One construction note:  Solid core wire for connections to POTS and switches was a bad idea. Removed 

them and used strained wire. As shown mission round to top side of pot on left. 

 



 
 


